SunWay is dedicated to promoting sun safety without compromising your lifestyle and individual fashion requirement.

The sun’s UV rays cause more than 90% of all skin cancers. We believe the best chance of protecting our children and ourselves from skin damages is to reduce exposure to the sun without reducing outdoor fun. SunWay’s swimwear, hats and outdoor wear are rated to have the highest UV protection UPF 50+, blocking 98% of UVA and UVB rays, recommended to patients by experienced physicians.

Enjoy recreational activities such as swimming, surfing, hiking, golfing, biking, playing tennis and gardening. In addition, SunWay’s UV Sun Protective Outdoor Work clothes enable you to get the job done without the danger of sun exposure.

You are welcome to wear your SunWay and enjoy the outdoors the sun smart way.
An overall-style bathing suit made from protective UPF50+ fabric. The ideal solution for spending time at the beach or pool without being susceptible to the harmful effects of the sun. The suit is fitted, doesn’t move, ride, twist or balloon out in the water.

It dries quickly and is comfortable to the touch. The unique cut makes it possible to change a diaper without having to take the suit off, using a side zip on the outer leg. An inner fabric pocket separates the baby’s delicate skin from the zipper. From size 6 and up, the zipper is a regular length. Highly resistant to chlorine.
Influenced by sea shore fashion, SunWay’s UPF50+ Teens Rash Guard shirts and board shorts incorporate unique stitching, embroidery and will keep their bright colors.

SunWay’s UPF50+ fabric blocks 98% of both UVA & UVB rays. Highly resistant to chlorine, sea salt and ultra violet rays.
SunWay's kid's rash guard shirt is the coolest way to protect your child's skin. Mix and match with our swim shorts, board shorts & hats.

We encourage parents to set an example for their children by wearing cool and comfortable rash guards and wide brim hats.
SunWay’s rash guards provide the best protection from the sun. The fabrics are resistant to chlorine, dry quickly, and are comfortable to wear.
Cover up at the beach or enjoy as daily use. Fashion smart Beach Tunics, match with our Rolled up visors which can be easily store in the bag or with any of our wide brim hats.

SunTech shirts for working and spending time outdoors, made from sophisticated fabrics that ensure UV rays are blocked while still feeling lightweight and airy.
This shirt includes several strategically placed cuts in the back and inside netting to increase the lightweight feel and wick moisture and sweat. Hidden pockets, a smart collar that can be raised to protect the back of the neck, and a superior level of stitching and finish.
Cool, lightweight and airy, SunWay’s Dry Fit Polo Shirts which are made from Microtex- the latest news in UV fabrics world offers maximum UPF50+ sun protection with moisture management treatment.

For maximum protection of the neck, ears, and face use our Legionary hat. Great for any outdoor recreation including Golf, Tennis, Boating, Fishing and many other sports.
UV Hats
The face is more exposed to the sun than any other body part. SunWay’s hats are available in a variety of beautiful models & colors to protect face, ears, back of the neck from the sun.

Thermal Lycra Fleece Sportswear
For use when external environment is cold. Smooth Lycra on the outside and fleecy on the inside. Perfect for swimming or for any sports in cold conditions. Kids to adult’s shirts & pants.

SunSmart Accessories
Sun Gloves, UV Sleeves, UV Bracelets, UV scarfs, UV Sun Shade for the stroller and the car seat.

For the full modest swimwear for women catalog visit our English website at: sunwaysclothing.com or Hebrew website at: SunWayLtd.com